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Book #3 in the 9-part Purge of Babylon series.Start the series with Book #1 at:
amzn.to/1u4DUL4________________________________________THE WAR FOR SURVIVAL
CONTINUES.The fight for Song Island is over. Despite suffering losses, Will and his group have
claimed the island as their own and achieved the safe haven theyâ€™ve longed for since The
Purge.Months later, Will makes contact with another group of survivors, and travels to their base in
hopes of striking an alliance and gathering much-needed medical supplies. Instead, he finds himself
in the middle of another bloody battle.With Will gone, Lara must take up a leadership position on the
island, and is immediately confronted with a difficult choice. Itâ€™s a lot of pressure for a third-year
medical student, especially when her decisions may cost lives.Meanwhile, the ghouls have
launched yet another startling new phase of their master plan, forcing Will to venture deep behind
enemy lines to collect valuable intelligence. What he discovers will change everything.Where The
Purge begins, and the Gates hold, the Stones will crumbleâ€¦
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It's fast paced and the characters are entertaining. The dialog is a riot. Quite addictive. Enough to
cause one to overlook the myriad of technical errors. It's clearly written by a man and from a man's
perspective. From how he view's the world, to how he views women and how he thinks we view
each other, so ladies be prepared.As a medic and a survivalist, I want to grab him and shake him at
times. The errors in some of the situations are glaring. At other times...I just want to tell him...I get it
already...it's a truck...a black pick up...or a F-150....I don't care beyond that....but like I said...a man
wrote it.It's clearly an ebook...with all of the weak editing that goes along with such...but...I am of the
opinion that ebooks are going to ruin publishing.Still...Will and Danny are a riot. Lara is an example
of what women can become. So is Gabby. but good grief. Stop with the "That's a Glock" the only
reason she thinks it's a Glock is because you taught her Glocks....shoot a bunch of different 9mms
and she wouldn't be able to tell the difference. the woman didn't know the different end of a gun
before this and you never shot any different hand gun around her much less any different semi auto
much less and different 9mm...It just makes her sound stupid.Like I said...annoying....I don't know it
Sisavath is trying to make women sound stupid with that, or just the character, or if he just doesn't
know any better....he makes mistakes that are much more deeply imbedded and not as easy to pick
out if you don't know what you are looking for....A fully prepped bunker capable of supporting over
100 people for 50 years, with a mini hospital, a garden with huge grow lamps etc, but no vit.

I enjoyed this one as well and am looking forward to the next one acknowledging it is fiction and
there will be flaws (in real world, even 'Rangers', are affected my multiple gunshot wounds! It is not
even the bleeding that would be concerning, but the follow on infection!). The storyline does expand
a lot in this one so it is worth the read.Some irks:If Lara says one more time "I am a third year
medical student" someone needs to punch her in the noggin'. It is the end of the world. Vampires
have killed everyone. No one is going to get too technical with you if you call yourself a doctor and
you were only in your third year of medical school when the Purge went down.Names - The majority
of the names in the book are under two syllables - new characters, old characters - and they are all
relatively indistinguishable from one another. It makes it hard to keep track of the characters (even
though 90% of any new introduced characters die) with generic names like Gaby, Nate, Josh, Will,
Danny, Benny, Roy, Lara, Jen, Amy, Mike, Mason, Mac, Zoe, Mae, etc. The only exception in this
book was Kellerson. It did not hit me until this book that darn near every character has a generic
American 1-2 syllable name.*SPOILER ALERT - Sort of*You have your core group of characters:
Will, Gaby, Josh, Blaine, Danny, Lara, etc who were all introduced in the earlier books. Everyone
else who is introduced in the book dies. All other characters besides these core group are like Star

Trek "Red Shirts"...just people who tag along with the main characters just so they can die. It is
true...all Red Shirts.Weaponry - if you know ultraviolet flood lights destroys the vampires by acting
as artificial sun...during supply runs...
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